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On a sultry July day in 1907, a Native American called Big Chief Mallory gripped a baseball. Adjusting his Pipestone Indian Training School cap and uniform, the teenager peered toward the batter, a
white man from the village of Garner, Iowa, just outside Mason City, and the catcher beyond. After
a brief deliberation, Big Chief breathed deeply, reared back, and hurled the sphere toward the plate.
The batter’s heavy swing to no avail, the ball thumped safely in the catcher’s mitt, and Big Chief had
retired yet another opposing hitter. By afternoon’s end, the pitcher’s performance helped fashion a
4-to-3 Indian victory, the team’s seventh in its last eight games. Indeed, the Pipestone Indians—
along with their pitcher—were making a name for themselves on the diamond.1
Just what kind of name, however, was not fully revealed to the spectators that day. Joined on the diamond
by several “ringer” athletes paid to boost the touring
team’s competitiveness, these indigenous boys performed
under fictitious, generic-Indian names: Big Chief Mallory, for instance, was the moniker given an Ojibwe boy
named John Sky, whose teammates included “Little Red
Cloud” (Roy Thompson), “Standing Bear” (Bill Free), and
“Little Old Boy” (Vincent L. Sears). Nearly a month after
many of their Indian school classmates had returned to
their northern Minnesota reservations, these students
found themselves playing ball amidst Iowa cornfields
more than 150 miles from their surrogate home. Here,
Native baseball prowess illuminated white Americans’
keen interest in assimilating Indians by teaching them
the national pastime—and then appropriating Indian
ball for promotional purposes.2
Baseball, however, also furthered distinctly indigenous goals, such as enhancing pride through athletic conquest and distancing student athletes from an oppressive
boarding-school regime. Intriguingly, then, Pipestone
Indian baseball ultimately furthered two distinct—and
frequently opposing—agendas: for local whites, promotion of Pipestone as a town imbued with exotic flavor,
and for Native students, a chance to have fun, gain autonomy, and retain their Indian identity in challenging
circumstances.3 Indeed, the duality inherent in this July
1907 match proved a consistent theme during the existence of Indian baseball in Pipestone.
The origins of Pipestone Indian Training School in
southwestern Minnesota are intimately connected with
both the region’s renowned pipestone quarries and the

enterprising early citizens of the namesake town. Native
peoples likely discovered and first quarried the area now
recognized as Pipestone National Monument—a geologically unique place where ancient clay sandwiched
between quartzite hardened into a malleable red stone—
between 900 and 1600 a.d. In the ensuing centuries,
Great Plains tribes traded pipestone widely, particularly
prizing it for carving. During the midnineteenth century,
Yankton Dakotas lived in the region and, when ceding
vast tracts of southwestern Minnesota to the federal government in 1858, saved a reservation around the quarries
for their tribe. Although encroached upon during the
early settlement of Pipestone city, the reservation maintained quarrying rights and, initially, 600 acres for the
Yanktons. By the late-nineteenth century, however, most
tribal members had relocated near Flandreau, South
Dakota, just across the Minnesota border, and visits to
the quarries became only annual affairs. As area whites
openly contemplated what to do with the uninhabited
reservation, calls arose to establish an Indian boarding
school on a portion of the site.4
Beginning in the 1880s, federal officials intensified
the use of Indian boarding schools as a means to “civilize”
Native children into mainstream white society. Teaching
English, agriculture, and Christian doctrine all across the
indigenous West, boarding schools also wrenched generations of children from their reservation communities
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to be raised in far-flung, culturally antagonistic settings.
Nonetheless, many Indian families eventually turned to
boarding institutions as an escape from the economic
degradation and public-school discrimination abounding
near reservations, as scholar Brenda Child has noted.5
The institution at Pipestone emerged from this assimilationist mold.
By 1892 the new school—christened Pipestone Indian
Training School (PITS)—was a reality, its commanding
quartzite buildings rising prominently upon the prairie
northeast of the quarries. The following spring, the
school’s first superintendent, C. J. Crandall, welcomed
an inaugural class of six pupils, all of them displaced by
the closing of a Menominee institution in Wisconsin.
Enrollment grew quickly, and by century’s end nearly 150
students, mainly from Minnesota’s Ojibwe and Dakota
communities, attended the school.6
The academic curriculum—grades one through
eight—mirrored boarding institutions elsewhere, which
emphasized English-language acquisition and genderbased industrial training. Various extracurricular activities augmented classroom learning, including annual
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school plays (the 1908 production was Ten Little Indians),
a mandolin club, and several athletic teams. The school
also used student labor to operate a highly productive
dairy and vegetable farm, supplying the entire institution
well into the twentieth century.7
Unfortunately, staff conflicts and several calamities
marred the school’s early years, including fires in 1894
and 1918, a near riot in 1908, and a shooting (not fatal) in
1906. Compounding these unusual episodes was an outmoded training regimen that, as Child has noted, never
fulfilled its responsibility to teach Indians a vocational
trade but, rather, “constantly bombarded . . . [them] that
they were best suited for menial labor.” 8 In this regard, life
at Pipestone training school closely resembled boardingschool experiences elsewhere: despite occasional successes, the institution was not a very good place to learn.
Outside the realm of the classroom, baseball
quickly emerged as a significant aspect of the Pipestone
school. By June 1893, just four months after the institution opened, the town newspaper, the Pipestone County
Star, reported a ballgame involving the “dusky lads from

Facing: Students and teachers on the steps of one of the new
school’s imposing quartzite buildings, 1893

the government school.” Remarkably, the paper credited
the Indian group with “playing good ball” after only several weeks’ practice and declared the team “among the
strongest in this section.” The following month, Pipestone’s nine traveled thrice to neighboring Flandreau for
a series of formal contests against that Indian school’s
club. A dozen female students and six staff members—
including the wife of Superintendent Crandall—accompanied the Pipestone boys to the last of these matches.
At a time when total school enrollment was just over 50,
plus nine employees, even this modest caravan represented more than one-third of the institution’s populace.
Clearly, baseball generated considerable interest among
students and staff right from the beginning.9

to construct a new diamond on schoolgrounds.11 The
entire Indian school community, it seems, was smitten
with the game.
Perhaps most important, this widespread baseball
activity injected a modicum of enjoyment into an other
wise grinding routine. Farmhands and shop workers
set aside their toils to delight in a spring day on the diamond, and scores of pupils clearly took such pleasure in
baseball that they played or watched every night. Moreover, several varsity ballplayers liked the game enough to
stay beyond the school’s academic year, playing with the
team through the summer rather than returning to their
reservation homes. The game also provided an avenue
for good-natured ribbing, as the victorious “Protestants”
pickup team surely indulged with the losing “Catholics.”
Even the Peace Pipe’s seventh-grade reporters got into
the mix, teasing “Rusty” to try swinging his bat at a bas-

The sport served a significant, if overlooked, role for
Native children at boarding school: it was fun.
The game’s popularity at PITS amplified with each
passing year. By 1895 a second ball club composed of
“the youngest boys”—possibly ages seven, eight, or nine—
emerged and would last for years to come. At the dawn
of the twentieth century, word of the Indians’ increasing eagerness for baseball spread beyond school walls: a
1902 newspaper from northern Minnesota’s White Earth
(Ojibwe) Reservation reported that at PITS, “Base ball
shoes are in demand,” and a 1904 Star article surmised,
“There is said to be lots of base ball interest out at the
[Indian] school.” Enthusiasm even spilled into more
formal school activities, like the 1909 commencement
exercises that featured a recitation by Fred Campbell,
one of the school’s ballplayers, of the wistful poem “Casey
at the Bat.” 10 On and off the diamond, then, boardingschool students passionately embraced the game.
Pipestone’s baseball zeal may have culminated in
1916, when the school newspaper, The Peace Pipe, noted
the existence of three interscholastic teams alongside a
host of additional pickup squads, likely composed of nonvarsity players. According to the paper, saturated with
baseball reporting, boys from each of the third through
eighth grades “practice baseball every evening”; some of
the school’s girls “take a walk to the ballgrounds” nearly
every night; administrators had recently purchased additional baseball “paraphernalia”; and employees labored

ketball, as the baseball had proved too small. In a world
regimented by nearly inescapable white supervision,
a deprecating curriculum, and onerous physical labor,
baseball provided Pipestone’s pupils a chance to smile,
to joke, and to be happy. Offering the company of friends
and the carefree spirit that play afforded, the sport served
a significant, if overlooked, role for Native children at
boarding school: it was fun. This, in and of itself, proved
a victory for students at Pipestone.12
As baseball fever progressively gripped the
school, local white citizens and press began taking notice.
Through the first several seasons of Indian baseball, the
Pipestone County Star made periodic, passing reference
to the teams, often burying a small paragraph in the
interior pages of its weekly newsprint.13 Near the turn
of the century, however, prominent coverage emerged,
beginning with an audacious 1898 article, “Scalped the
White Boys,” describing the first Indian school victory,
19 to 6, over a Pipestone town team. The ensuing decade
witnessed regular headlines—some in large, bold-faced
type—including a 1905 article advertising an upcoming game against the Flandreau Indian School that
announced, with a hint of intrigue, “Indians to Play Indians.” A year later, stories on Pipestone Indian baseball
featured prominently in the spring papers. Some issues
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Worthy opponents: Flandreau Indian school team, early 1900s

carried multiple articles; over eight weeks, eleven stories
on the teams constituted the entirety of reporting on the
Indian school.14
This coverage appears to have aroused even greater
community interest in the team. In 1906, for instance,
city residents sprang into action when the Indian school
scheduled a highly publicized home contest with a “professional,” or paid, nine from Watertown, South Dakota.

Pipestone had much to cheer for in the first decades
of PITS baseball. Several talented players, including two
pitchers who led the club in its heyday, bolstered the
team to eventual preeminence over other clubs in the
region. Initiating the team’s ascendancy, Roy Thompson,
a Stockbridge Indian born in Minnesota, made his debut
in 1905—at age 16—and quickly became the school’s ace.
In September of that year, Thompson “pitched a superb
game” in a victory over the highly touted Garretson,
South Dakota, Sluggers. The following spring, he proved
unbeatable, downing the Watertown, South Dakota,
professional team in June and two weeks later striking
out 17 in a victory over Flandreau Indian School. By summer’s end, Thompson’s stellar performance aided PITS
in compiling a gaudy 27-and-8 season record, rendering
1906 the most successful year ever for a Pipestone Indian
school club.17
The following year, Thompson shared the experience of the Iowa tour with his heir apparent, John Sky,
the 14-year-old who led the team to victory in Garner. A
second-string pitcher for much of that season, Sky saw
his baseball career blossom several years later, beginning
in 1909 when he fanned ten hitters in a season-opening
victory over Slayton High School. After chalking up ad-

Pipestone citizens likely viewed Indian-school ball
as exciting, winning, and, beneath it all, exotic.
Local citizens sold advance tickets and arranged free
carriage transportation to the grounds, while school
administrators, “believing that such a game will be well
patronized,” erected a grandstand to accommodate the
anticipated crowd. Only an ill-timed thunderstorm on
the morning of the match prevented “hundreds of spectators” from attending, according to the Star.15
That same year, city residents launched a highly symbolic summertime spectacle, carving out a ball diamond
on the prairie near the old reservation’s Winnewissa
Falls—Yankton property at the time—and scheduling the
Indian team to play there beginning in June. Flandreau
Indian School proved a popular opponent for games
at the falls, and on several occasions a host of citizens
ventured to watch games at the site they had dubbed an
“Indian Eden,” no doubt with mythic images of frolicking
Natives dancing in their heads.16 Clearly, local curiosity
about the Indian team was growing, and communityminded citizens actively pursued their town’s interests.
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ditional wins over Jasper and Fulda high schools that
summer, Sky began the 1910 season as the team’s acknowledged star. With the local paper gushing at his “remarkable strike-out records,” he hurled 62 strikeouts through
five games in May, then fanned 14 batsmen against Bushnell, South Dakota, in June. Afterward, Sky disappeared
from the local press for several years—presumably, he
left the Indian school—only to return to the PITS team
in 1914, at age 21, when he dominated Wilmont High
School in a 15-strikeout blanking in June. Helping their
teams to “simply outclass” scores of white opponents, as
the Star put it, Sky and Thompson boosted Indian identity
and pride, a common function of sports at the boarding
schools, according to historian John Bloom.18
Building on the ballplayers’ talent and on heightened community zest, local residents devised new promotional methods to showcase Indian school teams. Just
before the 1907 Iowa tour, for instance, citizens liter-

ally made the Indians a carnival exhibit, staging games
alongside an eccentric outdoor wrestling match in May
and marketing the team as “one of the interesting attractions” during a weeklong festival in June. Pipestone’s
advertisements of the PITS nine captured the attention of outlying towns, including Sherburn, Fulda, and
Lake Wilson, which in 1909 and 1910 used Farmer’s Day
celebrations and community-wide picnics to bring the
Indian boys to their home diamonds. As Pipestone’s Native teams increasingly ventured afield—PITS played a
dozen away games in 1910, many of them on weekends
at resort communities like Lake Benton, Minnesota, and
Lake Norden, South Dakota—a growing number of regional residents wished to cash in on Indian baseball. By
inviting the team to compete during a festive occasion or
at a popular site, southwestern Minnesota communities
sought to capitalize on the success and inherent novelty
of the Indian ball team, thus appropriating the national
pastime for their own promotional purposes.19
Still, the heart of the Indians’ following lay in Pipestone, where by 1910 PITS baseball was front-page
news. Lead articles featuring the team adorned the Star
virtually every week in spring, recounting the on-field
exploits of the best players and trumping the coverage
bestowed upon the city’s white clubs. The large crowds
attending PITS games, the Indians’ competitive mastery
of Pipestone town teams, and the prolific news coverage
all added up to a substantial local audience enamored
with Indian ball. Eventually, Pipestone’s clamor for Native baseball proved so great that the Indians shifted
Pipestone’s Olive Street, looking east, about 1910

most of their home games from the boarding-school
diamond to the city’s Athletic Park, seeking to maximize
attendance.20
But what, exactly, fascinated scores of Pipestone
neighbors with Indian baseball? First, the attention
showered upon Native teams—in print and in person—
likely indicated the town’s delight at the apparent success
of assimilationist education. After all, these athletes had
apparently laid aside indigenous traditions by competing
in America’s favorite pastime. To be sure, onlookers were
also caught up in the well-documented national zeal for
baseball—and, more broadly, for success in competition—
at the turn of the century and into the 1910s. Yet, the
Indians’ racial and historical distinctiveness seem to have
been magnetic allures to Pipestone citizens; the evocative presence of “real” Native people in the novel setting
of a ballpark—the mythologized past in the modernized
present—appears to have tantalized the imaginations of
many local whites. All told, then, Pipestone citizens likely
viewed Indian-school ball as exciting, winning, and, beneath it all, exotic.21
While promotional efforts served regional goals, one
pair of PITS coaches likely furthered tribal pride. Stories
from many boarding schools feature authoritarian white
coaches rigidly disciplining their indigenous charges; in
contrast, two Native Americans ran the Pipestone ball
clubs for a time.22 James Irving, a Yankton Dakota, served
as printing instructor and athletics director at PITS for
several years ending in 1916. Of mixed-blood heritage
and from South Dakota’s Rosebud Reservation, Irving
also edited the school newspaper, The Peace Pipe, which
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may explain its extensive baseball reporting. Described
in the Star as being “in the direction of athletic affairs,”
Irving probably oversaw scheduling,
transportation, and equipment
ordering for the squads, and,
as PITS fielded only one
varsity sport each season,
perhaps attended practices
and games as well. While
his athletic background
remains unclear, that of his
baseball assistant, Vincent
Sears, does not. Sears, a
Lakota from Pine Ridge
Reservation and a former
Pipestone student, had
Athletic director James
played three seasons for
Irving, about 1913
PITS—1907 to 1910—as a
third-baseman and occasional pitcher. While not a
standout on the diamond,
he proved a capable contributor. By 1912 the Star
noted Sears as coaching
the Indian team, and two
summers later he organized
a team of Oglala Sioux
to compete against white
squads throughout the
region.23
While the partnership
of Sears and Irving produced
Coach Vincent Sears,
unremarkable competitive
about 1913
results—one win and seven
losses in 1914, for instance—it nonetheless created a
respite for indigenous students. Pipestone’s ballplayers
learned and played in an all-Indian environment under
leaders likely more tolerant of Native language and cultural practices and more sympathetic to the difficulties
of boarding-school life than white administrators.24 In
this regard, the baseball field may well have been the
most comfortable school environment for Pipestone’s
student athletes.
Irving, in particular, modeled the adaptation and
persistence that could forge a new way of life upon indigenous values. After leaving PITS in the summer of 1916,
he married a Dakota woman and served as disciplinarian
at the Wahpeton boarding school in North Dakota before
returning to southwestern Minnesota in 1918 to edit the
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small-town Holland and Woodstock newspapers. Next,
he campaigned for the office of judge of probate for Pipestone County, securing the position in the general election of 1920 and serving for more than a decade.25
During his judicial tenure, the dispute over the Yanktons’ Minnesota reservation emerged anew, with the U.S.
Supreme Court ruling in 1926 that the Pipestone quarry
was Indian property, and, therefore, the tribe was entitled
to just compensation for tracts acquired by the federal
government. Called upon to assist in valuing the land,
Irving declined, testifying instead as a Yankton at the
hearing in Pipestone. Irving’s choice of action evinces the
enduring tribal identification of a man outwardly conformed to the Euro-American world. His baseball players
a decade earlier, therefore, may well have experienced
Irving as a role model of Native perseverance who
encouraged them, by word or deed, to persist as Indians
through the boarding-school environment, effectively
countering the institution’s assimilationist aims.26
Beyond the contributions of coaches, success on
the diamond came foremost from players—not all of
whom, ironically, were courtesy of the Pipestone school.
Indeed, local papers make clear that PITS occasionally
employed the services of outside athletes to further its
team’s cause. As early as the 1907 Iowa tour, the Star
reported PITS to be “strengthening materially” for contests—an early baseball codeword for luring outside
talent, sometimes with pay, to boost a roster for particular matches. In 1925 a pitcher called “Blue Bird”—also
known as “the invincible Indian wizard”—took the
mound against the Pipestone Independents, a squad of
the town’s best adult players, striking out 15 and silencing the crew with a two-hit shutout. Later that summer,
Pipestone again used Blue Bird’s services against the
Ivanhoe town team. Blue Bird, however, hailed from the
Flandreau Indian School and was not a regular on the
PITS squad; without his pitching, a team from Tracy
defeated that season’s mediocre Pipestone Indians 23
to 2. Similarly, the prior year’s “upbolstering” of the
Indian school nine by “several star players from the
school at Flandreau” allowed PITS to best an all-star
team of Pipestone college players, 3 to 2.27 Clearly, not
all the Indian school’s on-field accomplishments were
entirely its own.
Yet Pipestone also contributed to this “revolving” of
players, a classic feature of early baseball. Documented
examples probably represent only a portion of the widespread practice. As early as 1897, student George Sheehy

assisted the Flandreau team in a game against Brookings,
South Dakota. A decade later, several unnamed Native
players helped a Pipestone town team defeat the highschool nine from Rock Rapids, Iowa, and in the summer
of 1914 former PITS ace John Sky aided the Pipestone
locals in several more triumphs. These instances demonstrate the opportunities baseball generated for some
of Pipestone’s most talented Native athletes. With offers
to participate in games alongside white players and to
travel individually to outside locales, Native baseballers
escaped the rote boarding-school agenda to become decision-makers in their own right. Ironically, then, baseball
recognition, besides furthering tribal values of attaining
distinction through athletic excellence, also promoted
autonomy and self-determination—traits the boarding
schools were designed to eradicate.28

Most turn-of-the-century Pipestone residents—Indian
and white—proved intimately connected to the national
pastime.
A decade before Pipestone Indian Training School
opened, the Star printed an article promoting settlement of the newly founded town to eastern urbanites.
“The savage has folded his tent,” the paper assured readers, “and the blight of his presence has gone forever. The
shadow of his dusky face no longer falls. . . . The curse of
his presence has become a memory of the past.” 31 Such
language resonates with deep irony, considering that the
Indian boarding school soon brought hundreds of Native
children to Pipestone annually—and the school’s baseball
team provided an intriguing storyline that the very same
newspaper reported with enthusiasm.

The athletic leadership of James Irving and Vincent Sears in the
mid-1910s demonstrated firsthand to ballplayers the possibility
of tribal persistence through adaptation.
After two decades of passionate interest, Pipestone’s enthusiasm for Indian ball was, surprisingly, on
the wane. The varsity squad, front-page headliners in
1910, experienced a sharp decline in press coverage: after
1914 reports lapsed completely. While less frequent winning certainly contributed to this silence, perhaps the
novelty of an Indian baseball team had simply worn off.
By 1916, the year James Irving departed for Wahpeton,
administrators unexpectedly severed athletic ties with
Flandreau Indian School, ending the intense baseball
rivalry between the two institutions. And in an ultimate
about-face, school officials eliminated baseball—along
with all other athletics, the school newspaper, brass band,
and social activities—in 1917, possibly in deference to
preparedness activities for World War I.29
This plummet in local attention to and school support for PITS baseball demonstrates the shifting whims
of Pipestone’s white audience and perhaps illuminates
an underlying uncertainty in a new generation of Indian
school leaders about the value of sports. While this dramatic reversal foreshadowed the federal abandonment of
boarding-school athletics in the 1930s, it does not erase
the game’s 20-year history at Pipestone, a tenure marked
by highly competitive teams, an avid Native following,
and an extraordinary record of white promotions.30

Such contradictions proved common in the realm of
Pipestone boarding-school baseball, demonstrating what
scholar Philip Deloria calls two “distinct, even mutually
exclusive” experiences embedded in Native play on the
diamond.32 Whites, it seems, embraced PITS baseball
initially as a show of community support for the school,
then as a highly successful, inherently novel touring attraction that brought publicity to the town and enhanced
its reputation. Overlooked in other boarding-school
narratives, this community response to Native students
forged substantial associations between two seemingly
disparate entities, frequently resulting in promotional
benefits for the city.
On the other hand, American Indians procured different meanings from PITS baseball. Within the assimilationist confines of boarding school, the sport generated
“revolving” opportunities for talented players, providing a
chance for autonomy, self-determination, and traditional
recognition of athletic excellence. Baseball also allowed
students to gain distance from the boarding-school regimen when they traveled the region—or even played home
games away from campus. Moreover, the athletic leadership of James Irving and Vincent Sears in the mid-1910s
demonstrated firsthand to ballplayers the possibility of
tribal persistence through adaptation, perhaps influencing
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students to follow that path rather than assimilate completely. Finally, play on the diamond granted players and
onlookers a respite from the wearisome boarding-school
curriculum, a time to experience fun, enjoyment, and even

joy playing catch with classmates. In this way, baseball at
Pipestone Indian Training School proved a significant and
complicated educational experience, helping one people to
promote, and helping another, in the end, to persist. a
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Pipestone, MN; p. 64 is courtesy the State Archives of the South Dakota State
Historical Society. All other images are in MHS collections.
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